
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

We are students from Taipei Xisong Elementary School and are 

conducting a survey about Taipei Songshan Airport. We really 

appreciate you for telling us your opinions on TSA. 

 

This is your _______ time traveling via TSA. 

(For arrival passengers) Your departure port was ________ in _______ (country) 

(For departure passengers) Your destination is ________ in _______ (country) 

 
1.Demographic information： 

Gender：□Male □Female 

Age： □Below 20  □21-30 □31-40 □41-50 □51-60  

□60 and above 

occupation：□government employee  □laborer  □business 

□student □general service  □self-employeed 

2. Your main purpose for this journey via TSA is:  
□on work □to study □to visit friends/family □for business trading  

□for sightseeing (□with group  □independent)  

□other_____________________________                              

3. Your reasons for taking flights instead of other transportation is/are 
(multiple choices): 
□the value for money spent   □time-saving  

□easy connections with local destinations 

□other_____________________________                              

 
4. Compared with other airports, what do you consider as the features of 
TSA? 
□building appearance and design  □the lively surrounding areas   

□acceptable airport services  □a landmark/symbol for Taipei   

□other_____________________________ 
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5. How satisfied are you with the ground transportation of TSA?  
□satisfied   □acceptable   □dissatisfied 

 
6. How satisfied are you with the ground crews and staff at TSA? 
□satisfied   □acceptable   □dissatisfied 

 
7. How satisfied are you with the facilities(including restrooms) at TSA?  
□satisfied   □acceptable   □dissatisfied 

 
8.Do you think the announcement system is understandable? 
□yes  □acceptable  □no (What language do you think should be 

added into the system? _____________) 
 
9. Do you think the signages are clear? 
□yes  □acceptable  □no (What language do you think should be 

added on the signs? _____________) 
 
10. How satisfied are you with the flight punctuality?  
□satisfied   □acceptable  □dissatisfied 

 
11. How satisfied are you with the airport facilities (trolleys, shops, etc.)?  
□satisfied   □acceptable □dissatisfied (_________(facilities) could 

be added) 
 
12. Compared with the general price of local cafes/restaurants, what do 
you think about the food price at TSA? 
□satisfied   □acceptable  □dissatisfied (What type of food would you 

like to have in TSA? ______________) 
 
13.In what criterias do you think TSA should improve while transforming 
from a domestic airport to an international one?  
 □【                                            】 

 □None needs to be improved 

 
14 What is your first impression of TSA? 
 
_________________________________________________________                                                              
 

This is the end of the questionnaire. Thank you! 


